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CLARIN?

 Common Language Resources and Technology 

Infrastructure

 European (ESFRI) Research Infrastructure – ERIC since 

February 2012 with currently 15 European member 

countries.

 aims at providing easy and sustainable access for scholars 

in the humanities and social sciences

 to digital language data (in written, spoken, video or 

multimodal form) 

 to advanced tools to discover, explore, exploit, annotate, 

analyse or combine them



The 28 CLARIN centres



RDA output on DFT and 

CLARIN’s data architecture

persistent IDmetadata



Additional Areas of Adopting

RDA Output

 Certification of CLARIN Centers according to the Data Seal 

of Approval.

 Adoption of a component-based metadata schema for

language data and tools with a registered semantics.

 Building bridges to RDA: participation in RDA Working 

Groups and Conferences, profiting from RDA White Papers 

and commenting on them.

CMDI workshop

Utrecht

2013-10-14

www.clarin.eu



Thank you for your attention!

For more details:

http://clarin.eu > Services / Centres / Technology

http://clarin.eu


DFT in CLARIN’s architecture

Repository at a CLARIN centre
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DFT in CLARIN’s architecture

Repository at a CLARIN centre
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DFT: Access Methods
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1.2.2 Access Methods 

We can basically identify 2 methods to access a bitstream that encodes the information we are 
looking for: 

1. A user (or algorithm) has found a meaningful PID, resolves it to useful state information 
amongst which is access path information and requests the bitstream from a repository by 
making use of the access information. The advantage of this method is that the PID can be 
seen as an immediate handle since it identifies the DO and will offer all kinds of useful 
information. The disadvantage is that humans cannot work with such numbers.  

2. A user (or algorithm) finds a metadata description of a useful digital object or collection, 
extracts the PID from the description and then step 1 is carry out. The advantage is that the 
domain of metadata descriptions is understandable for humans. Disadvantage is that the 
access is not given immediately to the bitstream, but that an intermediate step needs to be 
done. 
 

This very much resembles, for example, the Internet situation where a node is uniquely being 
specified by an IP number and if you have the IP number you can immediately access the node. But 
humans can only operate smoothly in the domain of "names" that then need to be resolved by the 
DNS system to IP numbers. In the world of data we need to accept this dualism and systematically 
apply it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is now up to the repository system how they want to give access to information. In the case of a 
Fedora Commons-based system the access path must specify which container and which "data 
stream" in the container is meant. It could even happen that content negotiation should take place, 
i.e. dependent on the user device and network capacity a specific representation version is 
requested.  

1.2.3 Referencing 

We can identify two major approaches to conceptualization and terminology building: one is close to 
the Kahn model although partly being derived independently, while others are inspired by semantic 
web ideas. We can also  see  that  those  who  deal  with  “big”  experimental/observational  data  are  in  
general closer to the Kahn considerations, while the web conceptualization originates from the huge 
amount of web information. These differences will disappear over time, however we can see that 
the traditions of these communities still influence conceptualization, terminology, modeling 
frameworks, etc. To help overcoming these differences we need to accept them first and then bridge 
where possible. 
 
 
 
 
One issue where these communities differ is in the choice of identifiers. The “web community” (WC) 
relies on URIs as unique and persistent identifiers which are (so far) straight forward, since the web 
standards and protocols that know how to deal with URIs are being defined and widely implemented 
and used. The  “data  community”  (DC)  relies  on  an  explicit  registration  of  identifiers  for  data  objects  
at an accepted registration authority. This choice requires an extra level of indirection which resolves 
identifiers into paths knowing that there will be many instances of DO's bitstreams at different 
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DFT in CLARIN’s architecture:

Virtual Collections

digital collections
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